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Abstract 
 
The year 2015 marks three decades since Braj B. Kachru (1985) published his landmark paper on 
“Standards, codification, and sociolinguistic realism”, in which he outlined his theory of World 
Englishes. It has also been 25 years since Kachru’s (1990) publication of “World Englishes and 
Applied Linguistics”, an article detailing further his conceptualization of the Three Circles model. In 
both papers the discussion focuses on the Inner and especially the Outer Circle of English use. Only 
brief reference is made to the Expanding Circle, which at the time was characterized as having 
“performance varieties” (1985: 13) or English as a Foreign Language varieties (1990: 3) used only for 
international communication. 
 
Now that a generation of English users have become adults within the Expanding Circle, this 
colloquium revisits the theoretical foundation for this sphere, which is the most populous of the Three 
Circles yet the least studied and therefore most peripheral. Given the sociolinguistic reality of plurality 
in language use (Hilgendorf 2015), the fact that languages are dynamic, that their users and their uses 
along with their forms and functions change over time and across communities, this panel explores 
contemporary English use in several Expanding Circle contexts. Focusing on the users and uses of 
English today in Cyprus, Morocco, the Netherlands, and South Korea, the presentations examine issues 
of agency, resistance, attitudes, identities, variety status (Foreign vs. Additional Language/L2), 
nativization, and endo- vs. exonormative orientations, drawing on both spoken and written data. 
Collectively, the presenters highlight tensions between the historical categorization of English as a 
foreign language within the Expanding Circle, with the lingering attitudes and identities accompanying 
such a designation, and the present-day social reality of the greater number of users and increasing uses 
of English as an additional language within this sphere that is evident on a broader societal level. 
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